["Forced mouth opening reaction" associated with corticobasal degeneration].
Corticobasal degeneration (CBD) is a slowly progressive disorder characterized by an asymmetrical akinetic-rigid syndrome, supranuclear ophthalmoplegia, dystonia, often accompanied by involuntary movements, particularly myoclonus, and associated with lateralized cortical signs such as alien limb behavior and apraxia. Computerized tomography demonstrates asymmetrical frontoparietal cortical atrophy in the later stages of the illness. Neuropathological examination reveals neuronal loss, gliosis and swollen achromatic neurons within the frontal and temporal cortices, and the substantia nigra. We discuss here a unique phenomenon not described so far in three patients with clinical features of CBD, one with subsequent autopsy observations. When awake, they all showed a common behavior, their mouth opened constantly and immediately, when a tongue-depresser was approached in front of it by the examiner. In two of them, their mouth also opened when its corner was stroked by a tongue-depressor. They could not control these phenomena at all, even they were asked not to open their mouth. We would like to call these phenomena "forced mouth opening reactions" because they were uncontrollable voluntarily. They may be divided into two groups, i.e. visual and tactile "forced mouth opening reactions". In all the patients the neurological, neuro-imaging and neuropathological data showed that the frontal lobes were damaged. Additionally, they had some frontal lobe release signs such as forced grasping, forced groping, or alien limb sign. We would like to apply the mechanism for these release signs to the "forced mouth opening reactions". Thus, we speculate that the frontal lobe contains a higher motor control mechanism for normal mouth opening movement, and the "forced mouth opening reactions" result from impairment of this control.